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Web: shriharimurali.dev

Proactive Senior Frontend Developer committed to delivering exceptional user experiences through innovative 
design and advanced technology. Proficient in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and renowned libraries and frameworks 
such as React, Vue and Next.js I excel at translating concepts into visually stunning, high-performance interfaces. 
Thriving in collaborative settings, I leverage my expertise to captivate and engage users across multiple platforms. 
Committed to continuous learning and staying abreast of industry trends, I drive projects to new levels of success by 
pushing boundaries and consistently delivering top-notch results.

Profile

Work Experience

07/2022 – present
Banglore, India

Senior Frontend Developer
Axiamatic Inc

Reviewed peers' code contributions regularly and provided constructive feedback to 
enhance overall product quality
Streamlined development workflows, increasing team efficiency and reducing time 
spent on repetitive tasks
Spearheaded the adoption of modern programming practices, promoting continuous 
improvement in development processes
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to design innovative software solutions
developed and maintained complex web applications utilizing cutting-edge React 
library
Collaborated with UX/UI designers to create visually appealing and user-friendly 
interfaces for multiple web projects.
Optimized website performance by conducting thorough code reviews, identifying 
and resolving bugs, and implementing best practices for frontend development.

06/2016 – 05/2022
Bangalore, India

Senior Lead Frontend developer
Gale

Led a team of frontend developers in the successful completion of multiple high-
traffic e-commerce website projects, resulting in a 20% increase in overall site 
performance.
Implemented responsive design principles to optimize user experience across 
various devices, resulting in a 15% increase in mobile conversions.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to develop and implement new features 
and enhancements, resulting in a 30% increase in user engagement.
Conducted code reviews and provided mentorship to junior developers to ensure 
best practices and coding standards were followed, resulting in a more efficient and 
cohesive development process.
Collaborated with back-end developers to seamlessly integrate RESTful API 
endpoints into front-end architecture
Implemented responsive design principles to ensure optimal display on 
Managed source code effectively using Git branches, conducted pull request 
reviews, and resolved merge conflicts
Mentored junior developers by providing guidance on best practices and industry 
standards in front-end development.

03/2015 – 06/2016
Bangalore, India

UI Developer
Inkoniq

Enhanced accessibility by implementing WCAG-compliant features to ensure 
applications were usable for all users, regardless of ability or disability status
Developed custom UI components to meet unique business requirements and 
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Work Experience

enhance overall functionality
Collaborated with product managers to refine requirements and translate them into 
functional designs
Streamlined project management by effectively prioritizing tasks and meeting strict 
deadlines without compromising quality standards

11/2013 – 03/2015
Mysore, India

Frontend Developer
WireDelta

08/2012 – 09/2013
Mysore, India

Web developer
World IT LAB

Skills

ReactJS Redux HTML5 CSS3

Javascript Typescript WebPack React Testing Library

Responsive design and
mobile-first development Git Version Control

Performance
Improvements UI and UX principles

# Strong problem-solving skills # Experience with React # Expert in HTML/CSS # Expertise in JavaScript
# Expert in CSS # Effective communicator # Ability to lead # Ability to mentor

Strengths

Social Media

Education

07/2008 – 06/2010
Mysore, India

Computer Science - Dropout | Bsc
Mysore Unitversity
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